For general information on bar recursion the reader should consult the papers of Spector [8] , where it was introduced, Howard [2] and Tait [11]. In this note we shall prove that the terms of Godel's theory T (in its extensional version of Spector [8] ) are closed under the rule BR o • 1 of bar recursion of types 0 and 1. Our method of proof is based on the notion of an infinite term introduced by Tait [9] . The main tools of the proof are (i) the normalization theorem for (notations for) infinite terms and (ii) valuation functionals. Both are elaborated in [6] ; for brevity some familiarity with this paper is assumed here. Using (i) and (ii) we reduce BRo.1 to ';-recursion with'; < co. From this the result follows by work of Tait [10], who gave a reduction of 2E-recursion to ';-recursion at a higher type. At the end of the paper we discuss a perhaps more natural variant of bar recursion introduced by Kreisel in [4] .
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HELMUT SCHWICHTENBERG containing at most the (fixed) variable x free; they will be denoted by I, 10, Ib .... These terms have a particularly simple build-up: they can only be of the form xl or <li)i<",I or ii (the nth numeral). For any such I we define inductively a predicate St (S from "secured") by StCn, a) . By Lemma 2, Ut is a tree, i.e. UtCn, a) 1\ m < n ---+ UtCm, a). We now define an order preserving embedding!t from Ut in the ordinals < 2",ltl by induction on t, as follows. !ten, a): = 0 if -, Ut (n, a). Otherwise,
The proof is by induction on
If Uln, a), then using the ind. hypo we have.t::tCn, a) = a! + !ten, a) < a! + 2"'ltl.:-:;; fin, a):
By Lemmas 3 and 4 we then have immediately !tCn, a) < (j) + 2",111 and 
